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ABSTRACT

Millimetre-waves offer the possibility of wide bandwidth and consequently high-data rate for wireless communications.
For both uni-polarised and dual-polarised systems, signals sent over a link may suffer severe degradation because of
antenna misalignment. Orientation robustness may be enhanced by the use of mutual orthogonality in three dimensions.
Multiple-input multiple-output polarisation diversity offers a way of improving signal reception without the limitations
associated with spatial diversity. Scattering effects often assist propagation through multipath. However, high-path loss is
often considered to limit millimetre-wave propagation, thereby reducing any reception enhancement through scattering.
We show that the inclusion of a third orthogonal dipole at a frequency of commercial interest provides antenna orientation
robustness in this setting, as well as improved performance in a rich scattering environment, by means of a Ricean fading
channel model. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Consumer wireless applications are driving demand for
increased user capacity, reliability and throughput. A bot-
tleneck of wireless bandwidth has arisen, leading to interest
in frequencies in the millimetre-wave (mmWave) region
of the electromagnetic spectrum. Current research of fifth
generation (5G) networks is focused on the 28 GHz band,
38 GHz band, 60 GHz band and the E-band (71–76 GHz
and 81–86 GHz). Progress in complementary metal–
oxide–semiconductor radio frequency integrated circuits is
opening up design at mmWave frequencies [1, 2]. In addi-
tion to standards defined for indoor wireless personal area
networks and wireless local area networks, such as IEEE
802.15.3c [3] and IEEE 802.11ad [4], interest has been
stimulated in cellular systems, or outdoor mesh networks
[2, 5–7]. Recently, a rate of 7.5 Gbps was announced over
a 28 GHz 5G aligned channel in an outdoor setting, a
seven-fold increase upon testing results from 18 months
earlier [8]. Fifth generation systems may provide both
satellite and terrestrial wireless connectivity [9]. Perfor-
mance should ideally be consistent regardless of end user
position and orientation. Multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) signalling techniques exploiting spatial diversity
through channel scattering have been widely adopted in
wireless terrestrial applications to increase performance
[10–12]. Currently employed systems utilise uni-polarised
or dual-polarised propagation because of their ease of

implementation. From a simple geometrical analysis, per-
formance is seen to be reliant on relative antenna positions
as these types of polarization do not account for a three
dimensional environment. Orientation robustness becomes
an important limiting factor as design frequency increases
to cope with higher data rates. Every possible design
advantage needs to be sought.

Innovative design at mmWave frequencies offers many
of the advantages of both microwave and terahertz fre-
quencies while minimising the disadvantages [13]. Firstly,
a large bandwidth of up to 7 GHz within the mmWave
spectrum has been allocated to wireless design over short
distances [14]. This supports high-data rate using low order
modulation techniques, such a binary phase shift keying
and so provides propagation robustness in the case of
perfect alignment. Secondly, design and implementation
may be influenced by well documented microwave tech-
niques. Thirdly, available power at these frequencies does
not necessarily restrict the system to line of sight (LoS)
propagation [15].

Dual polarisation has been seen to enhance capac-
ity in a LoS communication environment where relative
transmitter–receiver antenna alignment varies with relative
position [16, 17]. A dual-polarised antenna may be rep-
resented as a combination of two propagating orthogonal
linear dipoles. In effect, this combination allows all forms
of elliptically polarised waveform, including circularly
polarised waveforms, to be transmitted and received [18].
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Such an antenna is optimised in the broadside direction,
orthogonal to the antenna surface. Suboptimal performance
occurs when a transmit antenna or receive antenna is not
aligned in the direction of propagation between them.

Inclusion of a third orthogonal dipole at the antenna,
leading to a tri-orthogonal configuration, enhances perfor-
mance beyond that of a dual-polarised system by mitigat-
ing antenna misalignment [19, 20]. Theoretically, capacity
is maintained in any given direction as dual polarisation
is offered over all unit vector directions. In the instance
of LoS propagation, polarisation diversity offers the ben-
efit of MIMO signalling techniques that is not always the
case for a spatially diverse system. An arrangement of three
dipoles, at the antenna, may provide yet greater capacity if
the orthogonality criteria between dipoles is relaxed [21].
However, this arrangement does not optimise capacity for
all propagation directions in a field-of-view (FoV) in which
all antenna orientations are observed.

The benefit of a rich scattering environment enhances
system performance [11] and is often cited in reference
papers pertaining to MIMO systems [19, 20, 22]. Such an
environment is location dependent and typically occurs in
urbanised areas at 28 GHz [13].

A wireless channel is a time-varying combination of
a LoS signal together with a non-line of sight (NLoS)
component arising from the channel environment and
multipath. Relative transmitter–receiver motion may be
introduced. Because of orthogonality, the electric field
orientations of the propagating electromagnetic signals
are affected independently, reducing correlation which,
together with any variation in the channel environment,
presents many ways for a signal to arrive at the receiver. As
a result, throughput may be enhanced through no additional
transmit power and little additional processing. Deriv-
ing full benefit over any channel is reliant on a precise
alignment of transmit and receive antennas.

Performance of links employing tri-orthogonal antenna
configurations has been shown to be less sensitive to ori-
entation and antenna misalignment, providing diversity
gain and increased capacity in rich scattering environ-
ments [19, 20, 23]. Compact tri-orthogonal antennas are
present at lower microwave frequencies, which rely on dif-
ferential feeding, and are capable of beamsteering through
phasing techniques to increase performance in a given
vector direction [24]. At the receiver, MIMO detection
and interference cancellation are feasible because of the
tri-orthogonal arrangement, provided that transmitter sig-
nalling and receiver processing account for radio wave
polarisation according to link geometry at the receiver
location. Polarisation-time code signalling is practicable
[25, 26].

In this paper, we propose a channel model with a funda-
mental physical approach. The model incorporates wireless
link geometry in addition to polarisation mismatch, and a
tri-orthogonal transmit and receive antenna at either end
of the link. Furthermore, this paper analyses whether a tri-
orthogonal system provides channel capacity enhancement
through all possible antenna orientations.

2. METHODS

To understand the benefits of polarisation in three dimen-
sions, we look to spherical geometry, used in satellite
communications design [27, 28].

We assume three mutually orthogonal unit dipole anten-
nas at both transmitter and receiver. These excite and
respond to the polarised signal in three dimensions. All unit
dipoles are half-wavelength (�/2) in length.

The FoV and relevant nomenclature are now introduced.
In Figure 1, the receiver R is observed to move upon a
spherical surface. This surface introduces both variable
path length and orientation. The outer radius of the FoV is
the point at which transmitter T is at the horizon of R. As
the FoV is circular, all orientations of the proposed antenna
system configuration are included in the FoV. 33333

Referring to Figure 2, at T, unit dipole Ox is aligned with
the positive A axis, coinciding with an azimuthal angle �T,
as observed from T, of 0ı. Unit dipole Oy is aligned with the
positive B axis, coinciding with an azimuthal angle �T of
90ı. Unit dipole Oz is aligned with the positive C axis.

At R, and at the FoV centre, unit dipole Op is parallel to
the A axis, coinciding with an azimuthal angle �T of 0�
radians, or 0ı. Unit dipole Oq is parallel to the B axis, coin-
ciding with an azimuthal angle �T of 0.5� radians, or 90ı.
Unit dipole Or is a radial unit dipole aligned with the C axis.

Figure 1. Link geometry: the receiver R is positioned on a semi-
circle determined by simple geometry. The proximal distance
between transmitter T and R is d, s is path length while angles
˛, � and � are used to determine relative position. The entire
system is rotated about the field-of-view (FoV) centre by 360ı

to develop a spherical surface, forming the FoV. The number
of concentric paths on the sphere together with the azimuthal
step increment about the FoV centre is set by the user. The
algorithm begins at the FoV centre and works out to the circular

path where � = 90ı.
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Figure 2. System according to specific location in the field-of-
view (FoV): the propagation vector, k, is unique to any position
in the FoV, and is given according to the azimuthal angle �T

and the radial distance from the FoV centre, rplot. Easterly and
northerly directions simplify description of the movement of R
in the FoV. Unit dipole orientations at R are calculated according
to Equations (8–(10), in three dimensional space. These, along
with the static unit dipole orientations, at T, of Ox, Oy and Oz, then
permit the determination of the parametres required to analyse

the channel, H, as a function of FoV location.

To effectively explain movement of R within the FoV,
easterly and northerly compass directions are invoked,
corresponding to azimuthal angles of �T of 0ı and 90ı

respectively. In Figure 2, unit dipole Op is deemed to be
aligned in an easterly direction, while unit dipole Oq is
deemed to be aligned in a northerly direction, for any posi-
tion of R in the FoV. Unit dipole Or is aligned orthogonally
to unit dipoles Op and Oq.

Link geometry is determined according to Figure 1 and
to the following equations,

� D
rplot

rsphere
(1)

s D
q

u2 C r2
sphere � 2ursphere cos � (2)

� D arcsin
�u

s
sin �

�
(3)

˛ D arcsin
�u

s
sin �

�
� � (4)

�max D arccos
� rsphere

u

�
(5)

smax D u cos˛ (6)

˛max D arcsin
� rsphere

u

�
(7)

where u is rsphere C d.
Observing from T, counter clockwise rotation about the

positive C axis looking toward the FoV is deemed positive,
as in Figure 2. Elevation at T is given by ˛ with 0ı in the
negative C axis direction, otherwise positive. Elevation at
the receiver is given by �, with 0ı in the positive C axis
direction at the FoV centre, otherwise positive.

To describe orientation of the six dipoles, a set of right-
handed Cartesian axes is invoked, as per Figure 2. Axes
A, B and C are used to describe receiver position on the
sphere surface. Lengths a, b and c are along these axes,
repectively, and are normalised by rsphere. The unit vectors
representing unit dipoles Ox, Oy, Oz and Or, are respectively Ox D
Œ100�T, Oy D Œ010�T, Oz D Œ001�T and,

Or D

2
64

cos �T sin �

sin �T sin �

cos �

3
75 (8)

where the superscript T denotes transpose.
The position on the spherical surface, relative to the FoV

centre position, must be known to describe the orientation
of dipoles Op and Oq,

Op D

2
64

cos.atan2.a,c//

0

� sin.atan2.a,c//

3
75 (9)

Oq D

2
64
� sin.arcsin.b// sin.atan2.a,c//

cos.arcsin.b//

� sin.arcsin.b// cos.atan2.a,c//

3
75 (10)

where atan2.a,c/ is described as,

atan2.a,c/ D

8̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂<
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂
:

arctan. a
c / .c � 0/

arctan. a
c /C � .a � 0, c � 0/

arctan. a
c / � � .a � 0, c � 0/

C�=2 .a � 0, c D 0/

��=2 .a � 0, c D 0/

undefined .a D 0, c D 0/

(11)

At the FoV centre in Figure 2, a D 0, b D 0, and c D 1.
A unit propagation vector, Ok, is given as,
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Ok D

2
64

cos �T sin˛

sin �T sin˛

� cos˛

3
75 (12)

The azimuthal angle �R, at R, in the FoV at a posi-
tion given by the unit propagation vector Ok, differs from
the corresponding angle �T , at T, by 180ı. The receiver
R is assumed to be at a distance s, from T, that varies
according to FoV location. Ideally, power transfer over the
FoV is high and constant. The possibility of high capacity
communication in any unit vector direction can be evalu-
ated. Where deep fading is encountered, diversity, through
redundancy, may be introduced [26, 29]. An ideal channel
is one where recourse to this is kept to a minimum.

Power transfer between a unit dipole at T and at R is
borne out through the Friis formula [18, 30]. For a mutually
tri-orthogonal antenna transmitter and receiver, nine sub-
channel paths are generated. The Friis formula is given as

PR

PT
D GT.�T , �T /GR.�R, �R/

�
�

4�s

�2

epolLatmos (13)

where R refers to the receiver, T refers to the transmitter,
P is power, G is dipole gain, � is transmitted wavelength,
s is separation of transmitter and receiver, epol is the polar-
isation mismatch between the two dipoles and Latmos is

atmospheric attenuation at 28 GHz and is given here as
0.06 dBkm�1 [13]. The angles � and � are elevation and
azimuth angles, respectively.

The power gain G of a half-wavelength dipole is given
by Equation (14) [18, 30, 31]. This assumes 100 % dipole
efficiency and is given as,

G.� ,�/ D
1.64

sin2 �
cos2

��
2

cos�
�

. (14)

In the case of unit dipole Oz at T, angle � is represented
by ˛, as shown in Figure 1. At T, minimum gain is when ˛
is 0ı. Maximum gain is when ˛ is 90ı, which is not in the
FoV. We note that the gain of unit dipole Oz is independent
of the azimuthal angle �T . In this paper, the gain profiles of
transmit dipoles Ox and Oy are masked with a gain profile of
24 dB over the FoV [13, 32].

In the case of unit dipole Or at R, angle � is represented by
�, the sum of ˛ and � , as in Figure 1. For unit dipoles Op and
Oq, angle � is determined by considering the inner product
of the unit dipole vector and the unit propagation vector Ok,
with � replacing � in Equation (14). Figure 3 shows gain
profiles of the half-wavelength dipoles, Oz, Op, Oq and Or.

A signal may incur polarisation mismatch loss over a
link when two antennas do not have their polarisations per-
fectly aligned [30, 31]. Polarisation mismatch, epol, may be
determined for any unit dipole pair. For the unit dipole pair

Figure 3. Gain (G) (dB) profiles of the unit half-wavelength dipoles over an field-of-view described by a propagation distance of 10 m,
and spherical radius of 81 m: (a) GOz, (b) GOp, (c) GOq and (d) GOr. The gain profiles of dipoles Ox and Oy at T are masked with a gain profile

of 24 dB over the FoV [13, 32].
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OrOz, the polarisation mismatch may be given by the inner
product in Equation (15),

epol.OrOz/ D jOr?k � Oz?kj2 (15)

where Or?k and Oz?k are projections onto the plane perpen-
dicular to the unit propagation vector Ok.

The projection of an arbitrary vector v onto the plane
perpendicular to Ok may be given by

v?k D
�

I3 � Ok Ok
T
�
Ov, (16)

which can then normalised to give,

Ov?k D
v?k

jv?kj
. (17)

Polarisation mismatch profiles are given in Figure 4
for all unit dipole pair combinations. Received symbols

may be given according to Goldsmith (2005) [11] and
Equation (21) where,

Y D HXC N. (18)

In Equation (21), Y is the set of received signals at the
receiver, H represents a 3 � 3 complex fading channel
matrix, X is a block of symbols sent and N is complex
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the receiver R.

The complex fading channel matrix may be decomposed
into the sum of an average LoS component ( NH) and a
variable scattered NLoS component ( QH) given by,

H D

r
K

1C K
NHC

r
1

1C K
QH (19)

where K is the Ricean K-factor [11]. Note that K D

0 corresponds to a pure Rayleigh fading channel, while

Figure 4. Polarisation mismatch (epol) (dB) profiles for each unit dipole pair over a field-of-view described by a propagation distance of
10 m, and spherical radius of 81m: (a) OpOx, (b) OpOy, (c) OpOz, (d) OqOx, (e) OqOy, (f) OqOz, (g) OrOx, (h) OrOy, (i) OrOz.
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K D 1 corresponds to a pure AWGN fading channel or

LoS system.

Without loss of generality, we assume the phase argu-

ment of the AWGN fading channel coefficient to be zero.

The LoS power transfer for each unit dipole pair, given

by Equation (13), forms a basis to determine the chan-

nel coefficients in Equation (20), unique to a FoV loca-

tion. These coefficients are obtained from
p

PR=PT. The

polarisation mismatch factor, epol, includes projections via

Equation (16), with the 3 � 3 matrix H being at most rank

2 in the LoS case. Channel rank, and therefore capacity,

may be increased via multipath fading [11].

Applications of the channel model, in the AWGN fad-

ing or LoS case, are currently restricted and may include

an improved determination of the LoS component used

for channel state information to optimise transmission.

Use of omnidirectional antennas enhances multipath in

the case of a Rayleigh fading channel, increasing capacity

over the FoV. Doppler frequency shift, caused by relative

transmitter–receiver motion, is omitted, as are near-field

and correlation effects. The channel H may be given as,

H D

2
64

hOpOx hOpOy hOpOz
hOqOx hOqOy hOqOz
hOrOx hOrOy hOrOz

3
75 (20)

where the matrix coefficients in equation (20) represent
signal transfer between a unit dipole pair. The channel H
may be calculated for any position in the FoV.

Capacity for M receivers and N transmitters is given
according to Equation (21)[25, 26, 33] as,

C D log2

ˇ̌̌�
IM C

	

N
HH�

�ˇ̌̌
(21)

where I represents an identity matrix, 	 the aver-
age signal-to-noise ratio and � denotes the Hermitian
transpose.

3. RESULTS

We present simulated three dimensional results covering
all possible orientations between T and R over a FoV using
system parametres in [32]. We simulate with an operating
frequency of 28 GHz, a bandwidth of 250 MHz, gain pro-

Figure 5. Capacity over the field-of-view (FoV): (a) typical urban mmWave fading channel capacity over the FoV, as produced by a
dual-polarised antenna at each end of the link (2 � 2 arrangement), (b) shows a typical urban mmWave fading channel capacity over
the FoV, as produced by a tri-orthogonal antenna at each end of the link (3�3 arrangement), (c) typical urban mmWave fading channel
capacity advantage over the FoV, presented as a percentage, as produced by replacing the dual-polarised antenna with a tri-orthogonal
antenna at each end of the link, (d) additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) fading channel capacity over the FoV,as produced by a
dual-polarised antenna at each end of the link (2 � 2 arrangement), (e) AWGN fading channel capacity over the FoV, as produced
by a tri-orthogonal antenna at each end of the link (3 � 3 arrangement), (f) AWGN fading channel capacity advantage over the FoV,
presented as a percentage, as produced by replacing the dual-polarised antenna with a tri-orthogonal antenna at each end of the link.
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files as described in Section 2, a transmit power of 29 dBm,
a system noise temperature of 290 K and mutual dipole
coupling of 0.3 [34]. For the first scenario, we consider a
propagation distance at the FoV centre of 200 m, with a
spherical radius of 1620 m, thus defining all possible orien-
tations. A channel exponent of 3.53 [32, 35] and a Ricean
K-factor of K=10, typical of an urban mmWave channel
[36, 37] are employed. The results are shown in Figures 5
(a–c). For the second scenario, we consider a propagation
distance at the FoV centre of 10 m, and a spherical radius
of 81 m, thus defining all possible orientations. A channel
exponent of 1.68 [13, 35], and a Ricean K-factor of K=1,
correspond to a LoS environment. The results are shown in
Figures 5 (d–f).

Figure 5 shows capacity in the FoV resulting from dual-
polarised and tri-orthogonal signal propagation over an
urban mmWave channel and a AWGN fading channel. In
Figure 5(c), the inclusion of a simple omnidirectional half-
wavelength dipole at T and R, orthogonal to the dual polar-
isations of a typical patch antenna, is able to provide an
improved capacity over the majority of the FoV, typically
of the order of 50%. In effect, a quasi-Rayleigh chan-
nel (K=10) provides multipath enhancement regardless of
antenna orientation. This is seen by the quasi-homogeneity
over the FoV in Figures 5(a) and (b). For such a channel,
the additional of the third orthogonal dipole provides an
increase in capacity, rather than orientation robustness.

We note in Figure 5(f) that the inclusion of a sim-
ple omnidirectional half-wavelength dipole at the T and
R, orthogonal to the dual polarisations of a typical patch
antenna, is able to provide an improved capacity over the
majority of the FoV. We note a small decrease in perfor-
mance at the FoV centre, but as this is the position of
maximum capacity for the 2� 2 system (Figure 5(d)), cor-
responding to the instance of perfect alignment, this may
be considered as a small compromise for enhanced perfor-
mance over the remainder of the FoV. Whereas a 2 � 2
system provides a peak capacity at the FoV centre, capacity
for the 3�3 system in an AWGN channel is seen to be high-
est at four offset positions approximately 20ı off-centre
and at 45ı, 135ı, 215ı and 305ı azimuth (Figure 5(e)).
This is suggestive of orientation robustness in the absence
of a scattering mechanism.

4. DISCUSSION

The analysis provided in this paper suggests that orienta-
tion robustness at 28 GHz over a 5G wireless channel is
provided by inclusion of a simple third orthogonal half-
wavelength dipole in both transmitter and receiver design,
providing a tri-orthogonal arrangement at both ends of
a link. The analysis covers two extreme channel cases
that of a short-range LoS indoor environment and also
that of a longer range urban mmWave or NLoS outdoor
environment. The analysis is based on test system parame-
tres. Compact tri-orthogonal antenna design exists at lower

frequencies, and its implementation at mmWave frequen-
cies would provide orientation robustness for 5G systems,
regardless of location. With the assistance of a channel
providing multipath effects, such as an urban channel,
we observe that the third orthogonal dipole may provide
an improvement in system performance through increased
capacity, regardless of antenna orientation.
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